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Development of BCG

• Started with M. bovis
• Passaged q 3 weeks on glycerin and ox blood 

from 1906 to 1917
• Strain found to be attenuated in animal 

models including guinea pigs, rabbits, cows 
and horses.

• First human experiment in newborn in Paris





Sequential loss of genes



1929: Lubeck tragedy



1946: UNICEF founded

• Unicef responded to abrupt increase in TB 
rates in Europe after WWII with BCG campaign 
undertaken with Scandinavian countries.

• By early 1950s, WHO expanded BCG campaign 
to other high burden countries. 

• Initially restricted to people who were skin 
test negative but later expanded to all.



Early BCG trials: MRC 

– Used Copenhagen strain BCG and vole bacillus 
vaccine

– 54239 TST negative participants aged 14-15 in 
1950 in Great Britain

– Followed for 20 years
– 84% efficacy in years 1-5
– Declining efficacy over time 
– Average of 77% per year



Early BCG trials: PHS US

• 1950s in two Southern counties, one in Alabama 
and one in Georgia.

• Used Tice BCG
• 64136 residents of all ages of which non-reactors 

were randomized to vaccine and no vaccine.
• 14% reduction in TB in vaccinated group.
• Almost all reduction occurred in first 4 years.
• Least effective in African Americans. 



How to explain discrepancy

• Different BCGs?
– Multiple types of BCG created from different 

attenuation procedures.
– Different immunogenicity

• Environmental mycobacteria 
– Blocking of BCG 
– Masking of BCG



Blocking Hypothesis

• Prior sensitization to non-tuberculous
mycobacteria blocks BCG dissemination by 
inducing an immune response to antigens that 
are cross-reactive with BCG antigens

• BCG replication required for sustained 
immune response.

• Partial immunity from environmentals not 
adequate protection against virulent TB.



Masking hypothesis

• Prior exposure to environmental mycobacteria 
provides similar protection to BCG and 
additional protection from BCG is therefore 
limited.

• In support of this, M avium isolated from soil 
from S. India provided 20-90% protection from 
TB and subsequent BCG added no benefit in 
GPs. 





Chingelput trial

• Started in 1968 to differentiate the two 
hypotheses. (but Northern India arm got 
dropped).

• Compared French (Pasteur) and Danish 
(Statens Serum) strains at two doses

• Included 281,161 of which 109873 TST -.
• 15 year follow up.
• Small benefit in children (25%), none in adults. 



Overall efficacy

Colditz, 1994



Updated Meta-analysis

• Reviewed 132 studies
• Confirms heterogeneity with efficacy ranging 

from 0 to 78%.
• Declining efficacy over time but protection 

remains at 10 years.
• Subsequent efficacy could not be estimated due 

to loss to follow up.
• Efficacy increased with distance from equator but 

not with strain.
• Efficacy high in young children



Latitude

• Is latitude a proxy for environmental 
mycobacterial exposure?

• Vitamin D exposure?
• SES?
• Seasonality?
• Maternal exposures? (TB, helminths)

• Note: Comparison of response of neonates in UK 
and Malawi shows weaker  IF-gamma response in 
Malawi. 



Other issues

• Protection from progression or infection?
• Non-specific immunity

• Route of administration
• Timing of administration
• Trained immunity



Protection

• BCG traditionally considered to protect against 
disease progression.

• Difficult to assess since BCG affects 
measurable outcome of infection (TST).

• Intro of IGRA shows that BCG also reduces 
infection risk.



Non-Specific immunity

• Mortality benefit in young children
– Infants vaccinated at birth have .5-.7 X reduction 

in mortality compared to unvaccinated kids in 38 
studies, esp in low BW infants. Not due to reduced 
tb risk. Same benefit not observed in recent 
Danish study. 



Protection from childhood leukemia?



Bladder Cancer

• BCG irrigation of bladder standard treatment 
for non-invasive bladder cancer.

• Studies show complex immune responses 
including upregulation of T-regs which may 
interfere with long term suppression. 



Other vaccines: Types

• Live attenuated
• Inactivated, killed
• Subunit/conjugate
• Toxoid
• DNA



Proposed TB vaccination strategies







New vaccine trials

• 3 candidate vaccines showed no or limited 
effect (M. obuense, Ag85 in vaccinia, new 
subunit vaccine).

• But recent trial in NEJM of M72/ASO1-E 
showed 54% efficacy in previously BCG 
vaccinated adults with stronger benefit in 
participants over 25. 



But many cases are under-reported. 

Drug induced liver injury network 
reports 60 cases between 20014 and 
2013, of whom 13 died or had liver 
transplant. Only one case had been 
counted by CDC. Many had not been 
stopped following existing ATS 
guidelines. 

Female pattern persist but not racial 
pattern.



Acetylator status: unclear associations



INH and alcohol

• Alcohol
– Potentiates liver injury with INH uses
– Evokes and “intolerance” response similar to but 

by a different mechanism than disulfiram.



Target populations

• HHCs
• HIV infected patients
• Other high risk groups: homeless, imprisoned, 

RA patients on T-cell suppressing drugs, DM?

• Policy issue: do people need to be TST/IGRA  
positive to be started? 



Risk of TB in HHCs

• Ranges from 1-5% per year after exposure 
depending on age and previous infection 
status.

• In our study, IPT reduced risk by 70% in all age 
groups. 

• Most often recommended for <5s, in some 
cases <15 or 19.



HIV



Why not treat all infected people?

• Impractical if 1/3 world infected
• As risk declines, trade-off with hepatotoxicity 

less favorable.
• Frequent false positives with TST (BCG, 

atypicals)
• Cost of IGRA, monitoring of treatment, etc. 


